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If institutions, such as those mentioned above, existed,, as a fact,
in ancient India, it might safely be inferred that they had a most
salutary effect on the society in which, they flourished,, and on th.e
government which advanced and encouraged, them. If members of
the royal household were among the disciples attending these institu-
tions, if the sons of the nobility and commonalty, all received, instruc-
tion, so to speak, on one common ground—instruction based on the
broad ideals of admita and dbkeda,—such. instruction must naturally
have had a beneficial effect upon both the rulers and the
ruled.1
The relations between the two must naturally have been all that
could possibly be "wished—the ruler acting with wisdom like an
unselfish and loving father towards his children, and the ruled serving
him in a loyal spirit with devotion and love. Filial piety and
loyalty would, in such a case, be completely united, as they are seen
united in Japan at the present day.
We have thus in. tlie Veddnta a philosophy which has never been
<c excelled m its spiritual heights or in speculative profundity," and an
ethical and a religions ideal which, is eternally and universally true
and capable of practical application.
It has a power to strengthen th.e souls of the noblest man for action
and endiirance. Owing to its firm grasp of the central idea that there
is a rational principle in the world, which, is one in nature with the
self-conscious intelligence within us, it has been able to make every
thing bend, to it. It recognises a principle of a highly practical charac-
ter, which is legitimately deducible from it. The noble idea, of the
entire universe being one big brotherhood—Vasudhaiw Kutumbakam
—faids its justification and explanation in that central idea—a
Irotherlxood, in which all distinctions of Mine and Thine lose their
significance, and all are bound to co-operate, sinking their individual
personality in the higher interests of their fellowmen.
^     Such. a ^tate of society is no fantastic dream of the theorist, but
a noble ideal, worthy of being striven after, and potent enough, to
appeal to the higher and. deeper instincts of the human race. For
what altruism can surpass benevolence or philanthropy reaching
1 As to the state of society then  prevailing, see Chap. VII, note supra
p. 118, note I.

